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Targeted emerging 
technology sourcing 

for global clients 

Platform of over 6,000
Fintech Solutions

Categorized by: Focus 
Sectors, Fintech Theme, 

Geography

The emerging tech industry is vast –
thousands of companies with 

interesting solutions 

The problem is not finding fintech 
solutions – it is 

cutting through the clutter…

…to find robust solutions aligned to 
your focus areas and/or pain points

KPMG Matchi helps clients 
leverage emerging tech to deliver 
on strategic business objectives…

…in ways that help to build support 
with key stakeholders…

…maximising the odds of success

Global Innovation 
Challenges / Scans

Proven approach to finding 
the most relevant solutions

Track Record

Worked with Fis, regulators 
and governments around the 

world

Enabling clients to fast-track strategic initiatives, 
via leveraging emerging tech solutions

KPMG Matchi: Targeted Technology Sourcing

via:

leveraging:

along with:
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Challenge 
Design Marketing

Solution 
Vetting

Application 
Scoring

Solution 
Selection

Understanding 
Poland’s needs, 
firms of interest 
and information 
requirements.

Matchi 
undertakes an 

intense 
scouting 
exercise, 

search for firms 
which are 

relevant to your 
requirements.

Validation and 
review of 

applications 
done by Matchi. 

Each 
application is 

scored against 
the pre-defined 

criteria.

Selected firms 
are notified of 
their success.

KPMG Matchi: Open Banking Day Innovation Challenge
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Poland Open Banking Day Innovation Challenge 2019 

The firms are 
headquartered in 21 
different countries around 
the world.

More than 23 firms list 2 or 
more large organisations 
as their clients.

26 firms list their solutions 
as compliant with EU and 
Polish regulations.

34
Fintech firms 
entered to present 
their solution in 
Warsaw this March 
2019.

8 of the highest 
ranking firms are 
here today.
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Conclusion: We’re about making connecting to innovation easier.

Your time is finite.
Your resources are finite. 

Use it to focus on the areas of 
innovation and digital disruption 
which require your unique skills.



Thank you

Please contact us for more information:

Michał Podgajny
Director
mpodgajny@kpmg.pl
+48 664 718 630

Marcin Jankowski,
Associate Director
mjankowski@kpmg.pl
+48 502 184 708

Sashreka Pillay
Senior Manager
sashreka.pillay@matchi.
biz
+27636113307
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